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ABSTRACT
This study was undertaken in order to investigate the behavior characteristics of a piled footing through the laboratory model tests, the 
numerical and analytical analyses. The model tests were conducted about a piled footing, the free-standing pile group, a single pile, as 
well as a shallow footing under equal conditions. The pile spacing and length, group type and soil conditions were varied in the labo-
ratory model tests. The experimental results were compared with those by the commercial program, DEFPIG, conventional method
and Phung's method. As the results of this study, it was found that the behaviors of a piled footing were affected by pile spacing, 
length and soil conditions. Phung's method proved to be reliable for estimating the experimental results. The raft of a piled footing
carried out a considerable portion of external load. The load sharing ratio(LSR) depended on the pile spacing, length, relative density 
and settlement level. The LSRs by Phung’s method agreed well with those by model test, but DEFIG overestimates those.  

RÉSUMÉ
Cette étude a été mises en place pour tester les caractéristiques du comportement d'un pilier de fondation au travers des tests en labo-
ratoire sur un modèle et des analyses numériques et analytiques. Les tests sur le modèle ont été menés sur un pilier de fondation, un
groupe libre de pilier, un pilier seul, ainsi qu'une fondation peu profonde dans des conditions identiques. L'espace entre les piliers, leur
longueur, le type de groupe et les conditions au sol sont autant de facteurs dont l'influence a été testée sur le modèle en laboratoire.
Les résultats expérimentaux ont été comparés avec le programme commercial DEFPIG, les méthodes conventionnelles, et la méthode
de Phung. Selon cette étude, le comportement d'un pilier de fondation est lié à l'espace des piliers, leur longueur, ainsi qu'aux condi-
tions au sol. La méthode de Phung permet de corroborrer les résultats expérimentaux. Les résultats de l'étude ont montré que le radeau
d'un pilier de fondation peut porter une charge extérieure considérable. Le ratio de partge de charge (LSR) dépend de leur espace-
ment, de leur longueur, ainsi que de la densité et du niveau du dénivellement..La méthode de Phung a bien correspondu aux résultats 
des tests sur le modèle.et  DEFPIG a surestimé les résultats. 

1 INTRODUCTION

The piled footing minimizes both total and differential settle-
ments, improves the bearing capacity of a shallow foundation, 
and reduces the internal stress levels and bending moments 
within the raft in an efficient and economical way. This concept 
of a piled footing combines the load-bearing elements of piles, 
the raft and soil in a composite structure. The behaviors of a 
piled footing are determined by the complex soil-structure in-
teraction effects, and the understanding of these effects is indis-
pensable for the reliable design of such foundations.  

Our knowledge of the friction pile behavior in non-cohesive 
soil has greatly widened during the last decade. Many experi-
mental studies have been performed on the behavior of single 
piles and free-standing pile groups (Phung, 1993; Akinmusuru, 
1980; Garg, 1979; Liu et al., 1985). However, there have been 
very few studies on the behavior of a pile footing with raft be-
ing in contact with soils. The effects of the contact between the 
raft and the soil on the bearing capacity and the load-
displacement behavior of a piled footing are considerable, but 
these effects have not been well documented. The mechanism of 
load transfer in a piled footing involves a very complex overall 
interaction among piles, raft and surrounding soils. The load-
displacement behavior of a piled footing is affected by many 
factors such as soil properties, group geometry, pile spacing, 
pile length and pile installation method etc. Due to the uncer-
tainties or difficulties in determining the effects of such factors, 
there is no available analysis method capable of including them 
all (Phung, 1993). 

In this paper, the model tests were conducted about a piled 
footing, the free-standing pile group, a single pile, as well as a 
shallow footing under equal conditions to investigate the factors 
influencing the behaviors of a piled footing. They were also 
executed with varying the pile spacing, pile length, group type 
sand soil conditions. And the behaviors of a piled footing were 
evaluated by Phung’s method (Phung, 1993), the conventional 
method and the commercial program DEFPIG, presented by 
Poulos(1980), which is one of the most commonly used com-
puter programs for analyzing the pile groups and a piled foot-
ing. These experimental results were compared with those by 
analytical and numerical analyses.  

2 PARAMETERS EFFECTING ON THE BEHAVIOR OF A 
PILED FOOTING 

The piled footing is composed of many piles and the raft, so its 
behavior is affected by many parameters. The load-bearing be-
haviors of the piled footing are characterized by very complex 
soil-structure interaction between the elements of the foundation 
and the subsoil. Therefore, there are many difficulties in fore-
casting the load-bearing behaviors of a piled footing. Figure 1 
shows an illustration of soil-structure interaction of a piled foot-
ing, which is composed of 1) soil-pile interaction, 2) pile-pile 
interaction, 3) soil-raft interaction and 4) pile-raft interaction 
(Katzenbach et al., 2000). Besides, the parametric studies on the 
behavior of a piled footing were performed by Phung(1993) and 
Liu et al.(1985). 
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Table 1. : Summary of model tests 
Pile
group

Relative den-
sity (Dr) 

Pile length / di-
ameter (L/D)

Pile spacing 
/diameter (s/D)

27% (L) 25 3, 4, 5, 6 
47% (M) 25 3, 4, 5, 6 2*2
76% (D) 25 3, 4, 5, 6 
27% (L) 25 3, 4, 5, 6 
47% (M) 25 3, 4, 5, 6 2*3
76% (D) 25 3, 4, 5, 6 

15 3
20 3
25 3, 4, 5, 6 27% (L) 

30 3
15 3
20 3

3*3

47% (M) 
25 3, 4, 5, 6 

Figure 1. Soil-structure  interaction effects for a piled footing 

3 MODEL TEST METHODOLOGY
The model tests were performed on the dry sands from Nak-

dong-river. The sand was prepared by washing it through a
No.10 sieve. The sands were classified as SP (D10=0.08mm, Cu
=7.28, Cc=3.05, sρ =2.53, rdmin=13.52kN/m3, rdmax=16.07
kN/m3). The relative densities of sands used in the model tests 
were three types: 27%, 47% and 76%.

The large-scale model tests were conducted about piled footing, 
free-standing pile groups, single piles, as well as shallow foot-
ing under equal conditions in order to investigate the behaviors
of a piled footing, especially the load sharing ratio of raft. The
soil bin was 2.2m in length, 2.0m in width and 2.0m in height
(Figure 2), which was made by steel plate of 10mm thickness to
prevent deformation during the tests. The test pile groups con-
sisted of four piles (2x2 pile group), six piles (2x3 pile group)
and nine piles (3x3 pile group). The model piles used in the
tests were hollow steel piles with a diameter of 40mm, and a
thickness of 3mm. The pile lengths were four types: 60cm, 
80cm, 100cm and 120cm. And the thickness of the raft was 
16mm so that the raft could behave as a rigid foundation. Gen-
erally, the contact pressure of the raft, stress and settlement of
the pile depends on the relative stiffness of the components
(Russo & Viggiani, 1997; Polus & Davis, 1980). In these tests, 
the thickness of the raft was determined by the following equa-
tion (values of r ranging from 10.0 to 0.01 cover very stiff to
very flexible rafts) (Hain & Lee, 1978):

K

The test procedures were as follows. First, the soil was com-
pacted by the compaction plate as a layer of 20cm thickness to
adjust the desired relative density. The raft was placed on the
sands, and then the piles were driven mechanically by means of
a rammer. The weight of the rammer was 245N and the falling
height was 50cm. The piles were connected to the raft by bolt-
ing, so the piled footing could be controlled in one structure. Fi-
nally, the pile load tests were conducted by the constant strain
rate of 0.3mm/min.

Axial pile loads were measured by means of specially
manufactured load cells (capacity of 19.6kN, refer to Figure 5)
connected at the head and bottom of every pile, and the total
load at the piled raft was also measured by means of a load cell
(capacity of 196kN). The settlement of a piled footing was
measured by means of four electric resistance transducers with a
stroke of 50mm. Data acquisition system consisted of a data-
logger TDS602 and a notebook computer.4
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where Kr is the pile-supporting soil relative stiffness, Er is the
Young’s modulus of the raft material, Es is the Young's
modulus of the soil mass, Lr, Br, tr are the length, width and
thickness of the raft respectively and υ is the Poisson's ratio of
the soil.

4 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

4.1 Load-settlement curve 

In this study, the model tests were carried out with three types
of soil conditions. Comparing with the load-settlement curves of
the free-standing pile group and the piled raft at the relative 
density of 76%, a pile length/diameter (L/D) of 25 and a pile 
spacing/diameter (s/D) of 3, the bearing capacities of a piled
footing are higher than those of a free-standing pile group, and
the settlement of a piled footing reduces in comparison with that
of a free-standing pile group. And the portions of the applied
loads between the raft and the piles vary with the load level. Up
to about yielding load, the load is mainly transferred by the
piles, and the load carried by the raft is small, about 10 to 20%
of the total load, which is somewhat higher than the average
load taken by one pile. Thereafter, with increase of the external
load, the load taken by the raft increases to about 25-30% of the
total load. This indicates that at first, the piles take a major por-
tion of the total load, but as the load increases, a considerable
portion of the total load is transferred to the raft.Figure 2. Model test apparatus

The size of the raft used in model tests depends on pile 
spacing and pile group type. Pile spacing, pile length, group
type and soil conditions were varied in these model tests. De-
scriptions of model tests are given in Table 1. All of each test
was performed twice. Model tests were fundamentally con-
ducted at length of 25D, and the pile length was varied at 15D,
20D and 30D to investigate the pile length effects.

4.2 Group efficiency

The group efficiency of a piled footing was determined on the
basis of yielding load obtained by the pile load test data on a
single pile. The group efficiency at the relative density (DR) of
27% depends on the pile group type and the pile spacing. The 
group efficiency of the free-standing pile group decreases as the
pile spacing increases and the number of piles decreases. The
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About the relations between the LSR and the pile length at a 
3 x 3 pile group and a s/D of 3, except for some data on DR of 
27% (presumed to be an experimental error), the values of the
LSR at an L/D of 15, 20, 25 and 30 are 9-19%, 10-20%, 11-
20% and 12-25% respectively. The LSR increases slightly as
the pile length is longer.

group efficiencies at the relative density of 76% are almost con-
stant at an average of 100%, regardless of pile group type and
pile spacing. But the group efficiency of a piled footing is
higher than that of the free-standing pile group in all conditions.
The trend of group efficiency variation of the piled footing is 
similar to that of the free-standing pile group. The group effi-
ciencies at DR of 76% are almost constant at an average of
120%. And most of the group efficiencies decrease as the den-
sity of soil increases. Because the group efficiency of a piled 
footing is almost constant when the relative density is over 50%
and the pile spacing/diameter is over 5, it is concluded that the 
raft rarely has an influence on the group efficiency. Therefore
the raft has a considerable influence on the group efficiency in
loose sand, but not in dense sand. 

From the relations among the LSR, the pile spacing and the
relative density at a pile length/diameter of 25, although there
are some deviations, the wider the pile spacing and the lower
the relative density of soil, the higher the LSR, but the differ-
ences are not so much. Therefore, one must conclude that the
LSR depends on the pile spacing and the soil density under the
same pile length.

Figure 4 shows the relations among the LSR, the pile spac-
ing and the settlement level at a 2 x 2 pile group and an L/D of
25. Under all experimental conditions, the LSR increases as the
settlement of the piled footing increases. The wider the pile
spacing, the higher the LSR, and the value of the LSR is up 
30% more at an s/D of 6 and a settlement of 0.1D (4mm), irre-
spective of the relative density of sands. At a relatively small 
settlement, the value of the LSR is higher as the density of sand 
is denser, and the increase rate of the LSR in DR of 76% is not 
greater than those in DR of 27% and 47%. 

4.3 Load sharing ratio of raft 

The load sharing ratio (LSR) is the ratio of the load taken by the
raft to the total load applied on a piled footing. Figure 3 shows 
the relations among the LSR, the pile group type and the pile 
spacing at a pile length/diameter of 25. The denser the sand, the 
higher the LSR at an s/D of 3 and the lower the LSR at an s/D 
of 6, but the differences are not large. This is evidently due to
the effects of the raft-soil contact pressure and the pile-soil in-
teraction. The LSR at an s/D of 3 and DR of 27% is relatively
small, due to the increase of the load taken by piles and of
group efficiency, compared with that of an s/D of 6. Therefore,
the influence of the pile spacing on the LSR is larger in loose
soil than in dense soil.

(a) Dr = 27%

 (a) Dr = 27% 

(b) Dr = 47%

(b) Dr = 47%

(c) Dr = 76%
Figure 4. Load sharing ratio by model test (2*2, L/D=25)(c) Dr = 76%

Figure 3. Load sharing ratio of raft with pile length 
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5 ANALYSIS RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 6 CONCLUSIONS AND COMMENTS

In this study, the load sharing ratios at various conditions were
also determined by a numerical analysis program DEFPIG (Ver.
8.2), which is one of the most common computer programs used 
for analyzing the pile groups and piled footings, in order to
compare these with the results of the model test. From the load-
settlement curves obtained by DEFPIG and the model test with
a 3 x 3 pile group and an L/D of 25, the results by DEFPIG 
agree well with the experimental results under all test condi-
tions. Therefore, one must conclude that there is no problem in
predicting the behaviors of a piled footing with DEFPIG.

This study was undertaken in order to investigate the behavior
characteristics of a piled footing through model tests, numerical
and analytical analyses. The model tests were conducted about 
the piled footing, the free-standing pile group, the single pile, as
well as shallow footing under equal conditions, with an altera-
tion of the pile spacing, length, group type and soil densities.
The experimental results were compared with those by
DEFPIG, Phung's method and the conventional analytical
method. From the results of this study, the following conclu-
sions can be drawn:

From the results by model tests, DEFPIG, conventional ana-
lytical method and Phung’s method with a 3 x 3 pile group and
an L/D of 25, as the s/D varies from 3 to 6, the LSR by DEFPIG 
increases from 15-19% to 28-30% depending on the soil den-
sity, and the LSR by the conventional analytical method slightly
from 8-9% to 13-15%. Generally DEFIG overestimates the ex-
perimental results, but the conventional method underestimates
such results. The values of the LSR obtained from the method 
using bearing coefficients, proposed by Phung (1993), agree
well with the experimental results.

1. The piles take a major portion of total load at the initial
stage of loading, but after yielding, a considerable portion 
of total load (up to 30% more) is transferred by the raft.

2. The group efficiency of a piled footing is higher than that
of a free-standing pile group under all conditions, and it 
increases as the pile spacing becomes smaller, as the
number of piles increases and the density of soil becomes
looser. The raft has a considerable influence on the group
efficiency in loose sand, but not in dense sand.

Figure 5 shows the results by model tests, DEFPIG, conven-
tional analytical method and Phung’s method with a 3 x 3 pile 
group and an s/D of 3. As the L/D varies from 15 to 30, the val-
ues of the LSR by DEFPIG decrease from 21-32% to 11-17%
depending on the soil density, and the LSR by the conventional
analytical method slightly from about 12% to 8%. Generally
DEFIG overestimates the experimental results, but the conven-
tional method underestimates such values. The values of the
LSR by Phung’s method agree well with the experimental re-
sults.

3. The load sharing ratio of raft depends on the pile spacing, 
length, relative density of sand, and settlement levels. As
the pile spacing gets wider and the pile length becomes
longer and relative density becomes lower, the LSR be-
comes higher, but the differences are not large.

4. Generally, the DEFPIG program overestimates the model 
test results, but the conventional method underestimates.
The LSR by Phung’s method agrees well with the model
test results.

5. Because these results were based on only model tests and
analyses, in order to use in practical designs, the compari-
son and examination between these results and the meas-
ured data in field should initially be carried out. 
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Figure 5. Comparison of load sharing ratio along pile length 
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